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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
You have a SQL Server 2012 database named Database1. Database1
has a data file named
database1_data.mdf and a transaction log file named
database1_Log.ldf. Database1_Data.mdf is 1.5 GB.
Database1_Log.ldf is 1.5 terabytes. A full backup of Database1
is performed every day.
You need to reduce the size of the log file. The solution must
ensure that you can perform transaction log backups in the
future. Which code segment should you execute? To answer, move
the appropriate code segments from the list of code segments to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.

Build List and Reorder:
Answer:
Explanation:
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NEW QUESTION: 3
You are developing an application that uses multiple
asynchronous tasks to optimize performance. The application
will be deployed in a distributed environment.
You need to retrieve the result of an asynchronous task that
retrieves data from a web service.
The data will later be parsed by a separate task.
Which code segment should you use?

A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Example:
// Signature specifies Task&lt;TResult&gt;
async Task&lt;int&gt; TaskOfTResult_MethodAsync()
{
int hours;
// . . .
// Return statement specifies an integer result.
return hours;
}
// Calls to TaskOfTResult_MethodAsync
Task&lt;int&gt; returnedTaskTResult =
TaskOfTResult_MethodAsync();
int intResult = await returnedTaskTResult;
// or, in a single statement
int intResult = await TaskOfTResult_MethodAsync();
// Signature specifies Task
async Task Task_MethodAsync()
{
// . . .
// The method has no return statement.
}
// Calls to Task_MethodAsync
Task returnedTask = Task_MethodAsync();
await returnedTask;
// or, in a single statement
await Task_MethodAsync();
Reference: Asynchronous Programming with Async and Await (C#
and Visual Basic)
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh191443.aspx
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